BGM-3 Gravimeter Service Visit to the USCGS Healy —
May 23-25, 2011.
Randy Herr (Randyherr@aol.com) and James Kinsey (jkinsey@whoi.edu)
June 3, 2011
Randy Herr and James Kinsey visited the USCGS Healy on May 23-25, 2011 for an annual
service visit. The primary objectives were to inspect S222 and S221, perform zero-damp and tilt
tests, do a ship-to-shore gravity tie prior to the 2011 USCGS Healy Arctic operations, and repair
the CPS and platform for S222. In addition a new CPS (SN 323) was installed on the S222 system
to replace the old CPS (SN 325) that had a broken DPM. Information on the DPM on CPS is in
Section 4.
NSF proposal 1061865 funded this activity.

Attached Supplemental Materials
The following materials are attached to the end of this report:
1. Test sheets for both systems.
2. Information for the ship-to-shore gravity tie.
3. Land gravity station information for Pier 36, Berth A. Note this station still requires a land
tie to an existing gravity land station.
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Operations Summary

This section summarizes our daily activities during the visit.

1.1

Monday, May 23, 2011

Randy and James arrived at the USCGS Healy at Noon on May 23. Randy worked on S221 while
James worked on S222. The activities for each gravimeter are detailed below.
1.1.1

S221

S221 was running fine when we arrived. Randy did the sensor test point checks and they were all
in spec. CPS tests were run and the system required no adjustments.
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1.1.2

S222

The system was powered up with existing CPS and the platform did not erect. The DNV and system
malfunction lights were on. The CPS was restarted multiple times and each time the platform failed
to erect. The new CPS was installed. During the first power up of the CPS, the system failed with
an indication of a failed pitch gyro. The system was restarted and failed with a roll gyro failure
indicated on the DPM. Again the system was restarted and this time the platform erected and,
after approximately 8 minutes, the DNV light went off. This test was repeated 4 more times with
the system starting fine each time. Throughout the remainder of the visit, the CPS and platform
worked fine.
Randy did the sensor test point checks and they were all in spec. James then started the zerodamp tests. The test sheet is attached. The pitch axis required minor adjustment; the roll axis
required significant adjustment. The tilt tests were done next, with a minor adjustment needed on
the pitch axis. Finally the calibration and test pulse counts and mGal values were recorded. The
system was closed up and left to run overnight.

1.2

Tuesday, May 24, 2011

We returned to the USCGS Healy after spending the morning at the University of Washington
working on the meter for the R/V Thompson. Both meters were running fine. The tilt tests were
repeated on S222 and the tests for both axes were in spec. We then proceeded with a shore-to-ship
calibration gravity tie (see Section 2). Following the calibration, we secured all of the gear in the
rack and left. A third spare gyro (FO233) was left aboard.
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Calibration Information

USCGS Healy was tied up at Pier 36, Berth A. We are not aware of a gravity value at this location.
According to several crew members this is now the standard berthing area. See Recommendations
Section.
In order to calculate a meaningful “bias”, we used the known gravity value for Berth B, located
landward from Berth A by approximately 300 yards. Dockside calibrations were performed on
both system simultaneously on 24 May 2011. Data were logged from both systems from 2020Z
thru 2120Z. Water to Pier level height measurements were performed (at Pier 36, Berth A) at
the beginning, middle and end of this interval, with the average water height of 11.75 feet. The
Gravity at Sea Level (Gsl) was determined by adding the height measurement (converted to mGal)
to the known gravity value at the Pier, resulting in 980,729.45 mGal. A simple average of the 3600
1-second pulse counts was computed for each system, and these values were then multiplied by the
“factory established” scale factor, to determine the average pulse count for each meter during the
calibration interval. These values were then subtracted from Gsl to determine the bias values for
each meter. All of this is summarized on the BGM-3 DOCKSIDE CALIBRATION forms, attached
to this document. When the land gravity survey is performed and the ”real” pier level of gravity
is known, this form should be corrected. Note that the bias differences (from Factory values of
November 2007) were: for 221 (-0.14 mGal) and 222 (+58.98 mGal).
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Recommendations

During the 2012 annual overhaul the batteries should be replaced. This requires batteries for two
standard sensor battery packs, a standard auxiliary battery pack, and one larger auxiliary
battery pack.
The USCGS Healy homeport dock in Seattle does not have a land gravity station. A gravity
tie should be established on the pier for future ship-to-shore gravity ties. We established a
location on Pier 36, Berth A for a future gravity station (see attached documentation).
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New Digital Panel Meter

This model was integrated into CPSs starting in May 2011 by engineers at WHOI. On this model,
the proper decimal place indicator (i.e., “.”) is two places in from the right hand side of the
DPM. A second decimal place indicator is always on, regardless of the setting of the DPM display
thumbwheel. This decimal place indicator should always be ignored. Figure 1 shows this DPM with
various settings.

Figure 1: The Newport DPM as installed on CPS 323 Left: The DPM when the CPS monitor
thumbwheel is set to 0. The extraneous decimal place indicator is visible and should always be
ignored. Center: The when the CPS monitor thumbwheel is set to 4 (PITCH MALF). The reading
is -00.04 with the correct decimal place indicator is visible two places in from the right. The
extraneous decimal place indicator is visible but should be ignored.Right: The DPM when the CPS
monitor thumbwheel is set to 1 (15 VDC). The reading is 14.93 with the correct decimal place
indicator is visible two places in from the right. The extraneous decimal place indicator is still
visible but should be ignored.

Modification History
2011-05-25 JCK — Created
2011-06-01 RH — Edited
2011-06-02 JCK — Additional Edits. Released version.
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Gravity Tie Description: Pier 36, Berth B — U.S. Coast
Guard Base, Seattle
Randy Herr (Randyherr@aol.com) and James Kinsey (jkinsey@whoi.edu)
June 2, 2011

◦
Latitude:
N
◦
Longitude:
W
Elevation:
∼ 2m
Position Reference:
Elevation Reference:
Gravity value:
NEEDS TO BE DETERMINED

Station Number:
Country:
State/Province:
City/Nearest City:
Station Name:

PFPE 2011.01
USA
Washington
Seattle
Pier 36, Berth B

Figure 1: Left: View of the new land station looking east along Pier 36. The new station is at the
base of the bollard in the foreground. Right: Close up of the bollard. The tape measure indicates
the exact spot of the new station.
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